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Bullet Seating Micrometers for
Standard Redding Straight Wall and Handgun Seating Dies
Cortland , NY…….The Redding competition seating dies for straight wall cases have set
a standard for precision and accuracy in the most discriminating of handloading circles.
Be it a Three Gun event or a Cowboy Action Shooting Championship, Redding
Competition Seating Dies create an edge serious competitors swear by. They are truly
the envy of all other seating die products when a championship is on the line. Now,
Redding has created a series of new optional Bullet Seating Micrometers for use with
their standard seating dies in popular handgun and Straight Wall calibers. These new
Bullet Seating Micrometers will not only increase precision but they also speed set up
process over a standard seating stem or “plug”.
These Bullet Seating Micrometers are direct replacements for the original seat stems and
also feature a dead stop on the threads allowing full and accurate repeatability even if
changed from one die to another. The micrometer is graduated in increments of 0.001” to
assure precise seating depth control and they are offered by number to match the numbers
stamped on the tops of the original seat plug which was shipped with the dies.
The new Redding Micro Precision Seating Stems are available for both standard bullet
shapes as well as newly designed Flat Nose combinations. These allow the user to
accurately and reliably seat to proper COAL, with wadcutter and semi-wadcutter styles of
bullets.
Precision has long been Redding’s hallmark and now the high level precision of a
micrometer seating stem can be added to the Redding dies you have on your bench at
home. These new items will be in full retail distriution shortly after the 2017 SHOT Show
in Las Vegas.
Redding Reloading Equipment has focused on building the finest quality, American
Made products for the precision handloading market since 1946. To find more
information and to request a copy of the new 2017 Redding catalog visit:
www.redding-reloading.com

